This documentary investigates hardship and identity through humor. The film shadows the lives of three individuals who are all going through a watershed experience with their identities ranging from changes in their family dynamics, gender, or environment. Participants will be writing and performing a stand-up routine in front of a live audience that focuses on a story about their identity. The film underscores how, or if, the sender's use of humor helps them cope or achieve closure. The film does not explore the audience's reaction to humor. Using indepth interviews with each comic, the film centers around the sender, highlighting the intrapersonal impact communicating through humor has on them. The scope of topics within the interviews include recounting their adversity, understanding their coping methods, discovering their humor style, and reflecting on their comedy performance in the context of their hardship.
CHAPTER I: SUMMARY
Everyone experiences hardship. Some of these negative experiences may feel trivial such as not making a sports team or receiving a failing grade. Other circumstances may be more dramatic such as losing a loved one or a going through a divorce. Hardship can even be lifealtering such as coming to terms with sexuality, surviving cancer, or feeling safe in one's own skin. Whatever the adversity, inconsequential or tumultuous, the events one endures in their past is foundational to who they are today.
Undergoing hardship is common, however how one rises above their experience is idiosyncratic for each person. There are many different ways people try to cope with tragic events and some never find closure leading to frustration, anger, and depression. Some people may turn to social workers, who are available to listen and potentially help reframe one's troubles. Others may find support groups, either face-to-face or on social media, which help people persevere through a tough time. Even friends and family can act as a source for comfort.
Regardless of how people receive help the process of moving past one's hardship is journey that is unique to them.
One particular way people can reframe their hardship is through humor. Humor can be an extremely conducive way to reframe hardship due to its way of heightening an issue to ridiculousness and hilarity (Panchelli, 2013) . Going out to see comedy has historically been a means for people to escape their tribulations and frustrations in life. Additionally, it may give a new perspective on problems the audience may be feeling at the time. For example, when Rodney Dangerfield tells a joke about how his family was so poor that for his birthday his father gave him a picture of a cake, the audience may laugh in solidarity about their own financial troubles and think maybe their economic woes are not so bad. Even when topics about 2 unconventional issues come up, such as Mike Birbiglia's solo show "My Girlfriend's Boyfriend" (Birbiglia, Birbiglia, & Barrish, 2013) , which is a humorous show about how he was the boyfriend of a girl…who had a boyfriend at the time. This shows how people can laugh at other people's uncomfortable situations, and ultimately allow them to realign their own problems in a healthier way. Think of it as humor allows the audience to view the bright (or funny) side of life's worries.
However, rarely is there a conversation about how comedy affects the comic themselves.
When Louis C.K. or Sarah Silverman perform in front of their audiences, they want their audience to laugh, but also they are expressing a frustration themselves. I argue that it is in this space, when viewing humor through the lens of the sender, that the true value and functionality of humor is uncovered.
In all humor they perform, comics expose truths about who they are as people. It is in this moment that humor transcends audience laughter and critique and enables the comic to achieve feelings of catharsis, closure, and resilience.
In stand up, a successful routine has a combination of both content and genuineness. It simply would not be as funny if Louis C.K. did a joke that was Sarah Silverman's because he does not carry the same context that she does. No matter the amount of experience a comic has, when they perform, they are purposefully putting themselves in a vulnerable place. In other words, the humor comes from not only what makes an audience laugh but the authenticity of the person performing the joke.
In this documentary, I explore the lives of six individuals who are all going through a troubling time in their lives. I should note that none of them are professional comics. I ask them all to write down their hardship as a stand up set and then perform their stand up in front of a live 3 audience, much like a professional comic would. Through out the film, I will follow their everyday lives as they interact with their friends and family, their work, and their time writing their stand up performance alone. I will also use in-depth interviews to hear their story in the context of both a humorous and a serious narrative. The actual comedy performances will be recorded and incorporated into the film. The film aims to answer the question: what is the threshold when the audience no longer matters and the humor is specifically there to serve the performer? Additionally, the film attempts to discover how the comic sees themselves before, during, and after the performance, and the implications their performance has on their identity. stand up performances as a subtle way to divide each story into "chapters." Through these chapters, the film aims to establish each individual performer's experience, as well as interweave between performers lives and stories. The approach to the film highlights the overarching narrative about people dealing with hardship through humor, each section juxtaposing a person's style of humor with their true crisis. I will follow these performers throughout the semester, highlighting their family dynamics and their process in writing their stand up. All the performers share the commonality of hardship and identity. These factors will be explored throughout the documentary.
Introduction of main characters
Each individual is going through a transition with their identity, some more blatant than others. The six individuals do not know each other on a personal level, however some may know of one another. Seth is a seasonal kayak tour guide, improviser, and clown in Chicago. In high school he found out that his Mom identified as a lesbian and has since chose her partner. As he retells his story about his acceptance for his mother's sexual orientation, he starts to figure out who he is too.
Becca is 24, and a former child star from the Jack Black blockbuster film School of Rock.
Becca tells us her journey of trying to find her voice and about how the decisions she has made as a woman, a former child celebrity, and as a person of color have given her great happiness and great sorrow. She also delves into the hardships of dating and relationships of being with people that would rather access her status than see her for who she is.
Damon is a 27-year-old writer and improviser. Damon struggles to understand the dating world as a gay man of color. In his story, Damon tries to discern what he wants in a relationship versus what he needs, all while trying to keep it a secret from his separated parents. His story is about his journey to redefine love for himself.
Set up: Pinpointing the hardship
The film uses parts of the performers stand up to transition between their stories. During this segment, I will use in-depth interviews and vérité style shooting to give an authentic view of the participant's life and identity. This would include introducing who the performers are, their style of comedy, and how they view themselves currently. In this section, I will also introduce other characters that are important to the performer's stand up and to their lives. I will also use archival video, such as home movies, to give more context of how the people in their lives have 6 made them who they are today. Some of the interviews will be used to show the point when their lives became disrupted. This section mostly will set up the exposition of each person, as well as the inciting incident to each of their stories. I will ask questions such as: Was there a funny time trying to communicate with your father? What style of comedy do you perform? Why did you decide to make a career in Chicago? What was your relationship with your mom when she was married to your dad? The mood is a bit lighter and exploratory, as it introduces the "characters" in each story. The audience will also get a sense of each performer's stand up as it transitions between each participant. It begins to contrast how the person frames their story in an interview form, from how they frame that same story in their stand up set. Much like a joke, the set up will be extremely important to the foundation of each person's narrative. Unlike what I describe in the following section, the plot lines are separated so the audience can understand each person's account on its own.
Punchline: Confronting the adversity
After establishing each participant's experience, the film begins to meld each person's story into that overarching narrative mentioned earlier. The stories will begin to intertwine even more, highlighting certain emotional themes. Emotions of confusion, rage, loneliness, and desperation will be highlighted here. The stand up footage and audience laughter may feel eerier, overlapping with more emotionally charged interviews, real life experiences, and archival home videos. The performer's daily routines will also be examined, but more time will be spent with them writing their stand up set or getting to the climax of their performances. I will ask questions that will lead toward an understanding their struggles with their own identities. Specifically, I
will ask questions like when did lying about your sexual orientation to your family get to be too much? Do you sometimes wish you had not transitioned? Was there a time specifically when you 7 were embarrassed by your mother? This section will be more reflective as to why they feel a certain way to themselves or their relationships. Additionally, the stand up material will become more apparent, since earlier it was used more as a transitionary device. At this point the audience may begin to see the climax of some performances, while others will be close to the big reveal to their story. Choosing when to highlight those climaxes will be contingent on the performer's interviews and editing decisions.
Applause: Reflection on the experience
The comics in this section will resolve their stand up in this part. I should note that resolution does not always result in a happy ending. Some sets will still end in confusion. Others may reveal something uncomfortable about themselves. In comedy, specifically stand up, it is not uncommon for the end of the routine to unearth a whole new problem. Before each performer's stand up routine, I will ask them how they are feeling before going onstage. Some might feel nervous; others may not feel anything. After their stand up routine, I will again ask them to reflect on how they feel in that moment, and if they gleaned anything from this experience. Again, some may feel closure from telling their story, while some may become frustrated for opening up old wounds from their past. Regardless of how it makes the comic's feel, this documentary will lend itself to implications regrading humor and performance, and the importance those variables have on the sender.
CHAPTER III: FUNDING
Most of my expenses will go to travel. In terms of equipment, I am able to participate in Student Television Workshop (STW), which is an extra-curricular group through the School of Communication. Through participating within this group, and $20 admission fee, I will be able to utilize all of their equipment, including, but not limited to: A Canon C 100 camera, tripods, camera slider, lavalier mics, light kits and SD cards. I will also be using my iPhone 6 to film in HD. In fact, STW just received a component made for the iPhone 6, in conjunction with a free app DJI GO, to transform my iPhone 6 into a steady cam. In terms of editing, I have 42 computers available to you in Fell 102 and 052 utilizing either Adobe Premiere Pro editing software. Additionally, I have licensed Adobe Premiere Pro for two months so I can continue editing off campus.
I plan to film in Chicago mostly, but since one of the participants is from Nebraska, I will have to work out a time with her to meet, either the next time she is in Chicago or I will have to make a trip out there. In Chicago I will use my current lodging arrangements since I have both fiends and family that will allow me to stay with them for free. Travel will be most weekends throughout the year. However, I will only fund travel expenses that is particularly for filming the documentary. I project that my travel expenses for the documentary will total about $300 dollars for all the Chicago trips.
All of the participants who appear in the documentary will be unpaid volunteers. Archival footage will be used in the documentary and I plan to obtain that material from the participants, with their permission. The venue will be at an undisclosed comedy theater in Chicago. The venue will be $100 to occupy and film. All music in the documentary will be created through the comedian's performance.
CHAPTER IV: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Communicating through humor and laughter
Humor has taken on an elusive form in society's history. In ancient times, humor was described as "…moisture or vapor. In old physiology, humor was a fluid or juice that circulated within the body, influencing one's disposition, mood, or state of mind" (Hoyt, 2009, p. 287) .
From mystical to practical, humor has transcended more than silliness today, although that is certainly still part of the concept. There is also a sense of tendentiousness or polemic to the craft (Krefting, 2014; Freud, 1976 Freud, /1905 ). Humor's framework has become an even more ubiquitous and permeable idea since it has latched itself to a horde of different contexts. From a social perspective, Nabi, Moyer-Guse, and Byrne (2007) (1974) believed "humor is a particular kind of artistic expression whose existence cannot be denied merely because all expression is art and therefore not distinguishable" (p. 33). As humor evolved it continued to be a mainstay within society and a deeply entrenched value in our lives.
Employed humor is, in part, to display an extension of oneself as well. From a psychoanalysis approach to humor, Freud (1976 Freud ( /1905 believed humor stems from an amoral part of our psyche. The purpose of humor to Freud was to make light of otherwise serious and sexually unprincipled ideas. Humor allowed these taboo issues that otherwise are not appropriate to discuss and for our consciousness to undergo a catharsis and release the tension attached to unsuitable thoughts. While his theory oversimplified humor's massive impact on individuals, it gave a glimpse into how humor and our consciousness connect to each other. Freud continued his edification of humor by relating it to that of dreams. He wrote "nonsense in jokes is made to serve the same aims as representation" (p. 234). This nonsense could represent an indication of our own authentic identity.
The complement to humor -laughter -is easily identified but just as nebulous to define. Bakhtin (1984) highlighted laughter during the Renaissance as a product of uncivilized taste, writing that "laughter is light amusement of a form of salutary social punishment of corrupt and low persons" (p. 67). Among the ranks of jesters, laughter was the product of "literary creation and appreciation" (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 67) . The benefits of laughter, when successful, can act as a "conversation starter, tension-breaker or therapeutic intervention, laughter is a highly effective way to stimulate communication" (Lovorn, 2008, p. 2) . From an anthropological perspective, Bateson (1953) commented on our -at times uncontrollable -ability to laugh, stating, "one tends to think of these phenomena as lower functions, animalish functions" (p. 2). However as evidenced by our dynamic and complex relationships, laughing may not be a simple reaction to the whimsical parts of life, but rather something that makes us "'characteristically human'" (p.
2). The importance of understanding the multiple satellites that invoke humor is that it helps us understand not only when we laugh, but also why we laugh. Before this, Freud (1976 Freud ( /1905 ) saw laughter as a potential symptom of humor. People have laughed for a multitude of reasons.
However, laughter is a hard-wired reaction in our systems. That is, laughter is not something taught, but rather it is through our own biological makeup that humans have the ability to laugh.
The satellites of humor and laughter
Humor and laughter are amorphous concepts, making them hard terms to define (Freud, 1976 (Freud, /1905 Berger, 1993; Meyer, 2000; DiCioccio, 2015) . Lewis (1989) highlighted the difficulty in reifying humor due to society feeling they inherently know what humor is. Weems (2014) added to this argument, saying a huge obstacle with humor is how one measures it.
Chapman and Foot (1976) argued the issue of researching and/or measuring humor is the implicit nature of humor. While this might allow researchers to identify when humor may occur it gives an extremely limited view of understanding all the idiosyncrasies of how humor affects us. After
Freud's dream-like approach to humor, researchers have promoted three theoretical ideas:
arousal/relief, superiority, and incongruity. These ideas have highlighted the ways humor affects interpersonal relationships (Freud, 1976 (Freud, /1905 LaFave et. al, 1976; Zillman & Cantor, 1972; Meyer, 2000) . These humor styles are all used to critique institutions, establish power, introduce perspective, and manipulate emotions -all with the goal to elicit laughter from an audience.
The humor theory of arousal/relief/release is the physical and psychological release of energy due to humorous messages (Graham, Papa, & Brooks 1992; Berlyne, 1969; Martin 2007 ).
The relief experienced by someone may be in the form of cognitive release that reduces anxiety or a physical release that reduces tension. In a study about catharsis, Leak (1974) concluded that certain jokes mitigated hostile behaviors and tension. Nueve (1988) aligned with this study arguing that humor can help relieve any covert aggression pent up in our bodies. Fry (1963) argued that laughter has a physiological impact on the body, explaining that emotional tension 12 which contributes to stress is lowered through the cathartic effects of humor. Through these examples, laughter could be described as the illocution to catharsis and emotional revelation.
Next is superiority or disparaging humor. Humor associated with disparagement and superiority also invokes laughter. Gruner (1997) defined the power of humor in interpersonal relationships through his work with the superiority theory of humor. This theory has stated that humor is employed to create a social divide. Under this theory, Gruner (1997) framed all types of humor as a game, with the very essence consisting of "competition, keeping 'score' and a winner and a loser" (p. 2). Thus every joke has carried with it a winner, or audiences that are in on the joke, and a loser, the subject that is being made fun of. Audiences have laughed at jokes because it has exalted self-esteem, and it has built empathy with the sender of the joke (Bui, Kalpidou, DeVito, & Greene, 2016) . Schadenfreude-style humor is used as an abrasive or lubricating force within or between social groups as either self-deprecating or disparaging. Lynch (2009) analyzed the role of humor in a year-long ethnography, examining chefs as an organizational unit. Humor in the organization became a communicative process, establishing "the group's boundaries, the identity of the group members, and the processes through which the group makes sense of and performs its labor" (p. 127). In one part of the ethnography, managers would use aggressive humor to keep power in the organization. Lynch described the use of humor to reinforce in-group social norms and rules as control-type of humor. This would be like teasing an employee for being lazy (Lynch, 2009) . Under the guise of humor in-group members have maintained the hierarchy and stay in power. The pecking order is the manager would be the winner and the subordinates are the losers.
Finally, there is incongruity theory. Meyer (2000) stated "people laugh at what surprises them, is unexpected, or is odd in a nonthreatening way" (p. 313). Rancer and Graham (2012) 13 argued that the incongruity theory of humor is the cognitive process of understanding disparate, humorous ideas. Juxtaposing and contrasting unrelated concepts catches the audience off guard.
This surprise invokes humor. The KUB model explained how ideas stem from three categories: known, unknown, and believed (Philip, Bongelli, Canestrari, Riccioni, Zuczkowski, 2013) .
Juxtaposing a non-threatening, abnormal idea with a one of the KUB categories allowed for the audience to sense incongruity and laugh. Not only can an audience laugh at a joke that sounds odd in nature, but as performers tell jokes in the style of a narrative, they begin to understand the context behind the incongruity. The incongruent resolution theory of humor supports that humor as a three step model: humor detection, resolution of incongruity and humor appreciation. Du, Qin, Tu, Yin, Wang, Yu, and Qiu (2013) conducted a study asking college students to judge whether certain stimuli were funny or not funny. Using ERP brain monitoring, scans conclude a change in certain parts of the brain. Understanding the incongruous nature of a joke, equated to participants appreciating the stimuli by laughing.
These three theories are the basis in which most humor is analyzed in research. That said, researchers have tried to codify and target types of humor and laughter within everyday life. Ruch (1992) attempted to make a barometer that tested the level of humor and categorized its impact using the 3 WD humor test. This test has used humor preferences found in jokes and cartoons. This produced three types of humor: nonsense humor, which is laughable due to its ridiculousness, sexual humor, which categorizes offensive jokes, and incongruityresolution humor, which is "characterized by punch lines in which the surprising incongruity can be completely resolved" (p. 4). However, these categories created a somewhat narrow lens, since the taxonomy behind these humor types stem from only one-liners and cartoons. Martin & Lefcourt, (1983) also assessed humor by focusing on how humor is associated with stress.
Questions in this assessment have tried to bridge humor types that are often reflective of one's problem. Berger (1993) catalogued four expressions of humor: logic, language, action, and identity. Logic refers to humorous ideation. Audiences laugh at absurdity and nonsense. For example, a logic-style joke could be: "Why do elephants paint their toenails red? So they can hide in cherry trees" (Berger, 1993, p. 18) . Language plays with verbal expressions of humor, like insults or hyperbole. Action is the physical or nonverbal humor techniques, including slapstick and vaudeville. Finally, Berger described identity styles of humor as critiquing the self.
This may include parodying a celebrity or mimicking. One form of identity humor is transformation which is the development, learning, exposure, and unmasking of the comic which reveals their character. This expression has dealt with how a comic has changed over time due to an incident or shift in identity. Burlesque and caricature performers use heightened forms of their identity to exaggerate a piece of themselves to an audience in a humorous way. Ultimately they reveal who they are through these performances. Comedians have equipped themselves with these techniques to show through humor how one transforms themselves, discloses concealed experiences, or reveals a more vulnerable version of their personality. Krefting (2014) Some scholars look at humor and laughter through a lens of functionality (Martineau, 1972) . He argued that humor is a lubricant or abrasive, enabling individuals to become more productive, likable, and trustworthy like a well-oiled machine. Martineau outlined some of the social functions of humor. He proposed a sociological model showing how humor within and between groups can solidify a group, cause conflicts within and social disintegration of a group, or cause conflict by redefining relationships between groups. Meyer (2000) advanced Martineau's model into a continuum, believing that humor unifies people through converging identities or divides people and creates a differentiation in status. Fine and Holyfield's (1996) study on joking culture stated that joking is connected to trust, and is embedded in the social relations in the group. From a small group perspective, humor is the force that holds people together. In this type of culture, the individuals ground their humor on shared emotion, and it is displayed through their jokes. This study focused on how humor is used to resolve a task or conflict. In the current social situation, humor remains a fluid-like, discursive idea. That said, humor is continuously analyzed through a narrow lens of its effects on others.
All of this is critical information, but studying humor and laughter through low-inference occurrences and pure function has only offered a narrow scope. Rarely has the research used these insights to reveal much about the humorist themselves. In other words, humor has historically been seen as a purely interpersonal concept. Berlyne (1969) argued that while some studies report the frequency of humor and humorous narratives, and their effects on interpersonal situations, there is scant research that has focused on the analysis on the form of communication and its intrapersonal value. This has created two issues. First it has completely disregarded other 16 perspectives of humor and reasons why someone would laugh. Moreover, if the intrapersonalthe value humor has for the sender of a joke -has been overlooked, our understanding of humor's true impact on people is limited. While in and of itself, humor and laughter are hard to reify, at the intersection of these concepts is something more tangible -the stand up comic.
Comic's identity: A vulnerable expression
Comedy, in particular stand up comedy, is performed for a multitude of reasons. These included critiquing institutions, playfully teasing others, introducing incongruous ideas on our society, and manipulating emotions -all with the goal to elicit laughter from an audience. From early on, stand-up comedy has been a staple in American identity. Due to humor's interpersonal nature "identity is visibly projected in concrete social encounters or communicative situations, when it is performed by speakers and recognized by the other participants." (Mada, 2015, p.108) . Vinton (1989) showed how humor has reified solidarity in identity in a study regarding the socialization of employees. After spending seven weeks as a participant observer in a small organization, Vinton concluded that humor creates bonds between people. They begin to identify with one another. By introducing humor, group members may gain a stronger understanding of their peers' identities and perspectives. Humor in groups has allowed in-group members to empathize with multiple identities within the group, thus achieving a shared group cohesion.
Humor then, defined shared group identities and generated positive relations (Couch, 1992) .
Couch furthered Martineau's idea and argued that humor should be studied as an inherently social phenomenon, with the unit of observation being not the individual but rather the symbolic transaction between people.
By in large, the body of literature discussing humor describes humor from either the perspective of the humorous message and/or from the person receiving the humorous message. This is parallel to describing comedy and a humorous narrative. The schema surrounding the comic and their role in humor dates back to Freud (1976 Freud ( /1905 . The comic, known as the sender or the person employing the joke, is vital to the humor and joke-making process. In fact, Freud (1976 Freud ( /1905 ) structured humor as three vital persons: the person employing the joke, the person the joke is targeting, and the third person that gets pleasure from that stimulus. However, Oring (1992) stated within the context of interpreting humor "an encounter with the individual joke teller has been considered superfluous" (p. 94). Again, the schema is inherently interpersonal and benefitting the audience. The combination of broad definitions and focusing only on the interpersonal functions ultimately makes the study of humor shortsighted and does not unearth the true value that humor has. Therefore, in order to gain a more accurate analysis of the value humor brings, there must be more of an effort to understand the value humorous narratives have on the sender. Boskin (1997) described this perfectly when he wrote about interviewing his professors and asking them why they use humor in class. Their findings classify humor ranging from "unintentional to the deliberate" (p. 13). However, some "reached for a more intimate experience" (p. 13). This intimate experience is akin to understanding the intrapersonal experience of humor. Much like how a comic creates comedy in order to benefit themselves, Boskin (1997) recalled "out of these instances came a conscious attempt to develop a comic spirit" (p. 13). In order to push the conversation forward about comedy and its place in our personal lives, it is imperative to analyze comedy from the perspective of the sender (i.e., comic).
Until about the 1950s the comic was seen as a means to an end. In other words, the comics themselves were not involved in the process of creating jokes. Writers from vaudeville to radio to nightclubs lifted jokes from other comics (Nesteroff, 2015) . Anybody could be a comic is if they had the right writer and a little luck. Vaudeville overtook the 1920s. At that time, comics of that era, like George Jessel and the Marx Brothers, lived arduous lives. They were vagrants moving from one theater to the next (Nesteroff, 2015) . Back then, comedy was a family business. Comics Buster Keaton, The Three Stooges, and Milton Berle were simply a mouthpiece and jokes were surface-level and physical. Humor throughout history was also disconnected from the performer. Jokes were told in the third person and the structure of jokes were similar to each other. Everyone had the same jokes. The comedians in early stand up comedy would use more word play, puns, and aggressive humor. In fact, Nesteroff illustrated that comics during the rise of the nightclubs were, in some respects owned by the mob. If the mob did not approve of a joke, the comic did not say it. Insult comedy clubs were created that procured comics that used disparaging humor, notifying the mafia or any other patron a warning that they were paying to get made fun of throughout the night.
Humor that is aggressive and self-enhancing aligns with fostering a common group identity. If an audience member decides to heckle a stand up comedian, it may be in the comedian's best interest to retaliate by employing a playfully aggressive type of humor. By teasing the audience member, the comedian builds a social affiliation with the rest of the audience, and thus maintains the group identity. Tajfel and Turner's (1986) Social Identity Theory (SIT) supports this claim. SIT surmised that social acceptance from a group allowed individuals to categorize themselves in a positive light within a larger context (Tajfel & Turner, 1986) . Therefore, acceptance gained through humor increased the group's positive connections with one another, displayed empathy for others, and achieved a sense of a shared group identity.
Abrams and Bippus (2011) investigated how men and women perceive disparaging (sexist) humor towards one another. The results supported SIT. This study revealed that the genders were partial to their group's collective identity, finding jokes about the opposite gender funnier, and empathizing with members who were offended with jokes about their own gender (Abrams & Bippus, 2011) . What this study showed us when their goal is to achieve unity within a group, humor enabled individuals to selectively elicit empathy within their group, allowing them to be more personal with them. Oring (1992) illustrated the intersection of humor, laughter and the comic, describing it as discovery between the performer and the audience through laughter. In order for that to happen the comic -or sender -must be willing to give their point of view. Certainly comics can espouse the logic or verbal play of comedy and have prolific careers. However, after the 1950s comics transitioned to more personal humor (Nesteroff, 2015) . This style of humor gave comedians a way to brand their own material, thus securing it from other joke writers, as well as expand on what they wanted to talk about. No longer was stand up comedy just a space for oneliners. Double (2014) expressed that soon a comic needs to dive deeper since "stand up is a form of self-expression" (p.114). What is known as sick comics started to surface.
These comics were darker in nature, and they were not afraid to push humor limits.
Rather than traditional standups, sick comic Mort Sahl and others became cultural anthropologists critiquing the human condition from all angles (Koziski, 1984) . A Time Magazine (1959) article titled "Sickniks" paralleled the new, unorthodox style of humor to that of a sickness, criticizing the sick comics use of humor, despite their popularity. The article reported "it's like the last days of Rome -all this horror and mayhem in humor" (Time, 1959, p. 44) . Back in the 1950s, Sahl's focus was mostly about the cynicism in politics. Nachman (2003) quoted Sahl, saying his style allowed him to act "like a human being rather than a nightclub comedian" (p. 94) The sick comics from the 1950s through the 1970s became a catalyst that launched the comedian into a more dynamic entity. Also known as a comic's comic, sick comics 20 like George Carlin and Lenny Bruce pushed censorship in media. Bill Hicks polemically spoke about military and government misconduct. Elaine May, Mike Nichols, and others were foundational in carving out the new identity of the comic performer. By the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, the comedian could explore more than their predecessors, including their shortcomings.
Coping with hardships via humor: Resilience and therapy
Hardships are a part of life. However, Kabat-Zinn (1990) argued to embrace such destitution. Berger (1993) stated that laughter is naturally valuable to us humans. It is in our biology. Additionally, Berger wrote "'humor' fosters creativity, helps prevent obsessive behavior, encourages playfulness and openness, purges us of violent emotions or feelings of excessive guilt, reveals that authority is often invalid, liberates us, helps promote social cohesion, and provides great pleasure" (p. 162). DiCioccio (2012) argued that humor is used as a social tool that "fosters positive feelings and encourages a sense of kinship yet it can also act as a demonstration of aggression" (p. 94). When people feel down and could really use a laugh, there is more communicative power behind that expression. Humor not only can affect a person's feelings, but also, DiCioccio argued that "humor, when used appropriately, can create or shift the emotional charge of an interaction. Whether through subtle means or overt contrast, humor has direct impact on the emotional state of relational partners" (p. 34). DiCioccio stated humor "as a communicative act that can serve single or multiple cognitive emotional, and relational functions" (p. 53). These functions are catharsis and resilience. Not only does humor incorporate great healing power, both physically and when used as therapy for stress or coping, but it has also been found to build up resilience and self-image among younger people going through a watershed problem in their lives (Dicioccio, 2015) . This is evidenced by the study of narrative performers and storytellers make up roughly 15% of types of "professionals providing services in hospitals" (p. 5). Through these programs, narrative therapy enabled patients to "helps patients revise, or ''re-author'' personal stories of suffering that prevent forward movement in therapeutic treatment" (Rian & Hammer, 2013, p. 675) . Patients have used narrative therapy to reframe their perceptions and realities. This method has been used to help patients confront or evade their crises and move towards healing.
Additionally, humor has allowed audiences to feel resilient about their lives. If the audience can laugh, Dicioccio (2015) stated, "resilience is evidenced by sustainability, recovery, or a combination of both" (p. 7). Comedian Tig Notaro (2012) took the stage and started her comedy set with "hey how are you, I have cancer." She proceeded to talk about the many obstacles that she had faced before getting cancer, including her diagnoses with C-Diff, a bad break up, and her mom dying. Notaro's (2015) honest style of humor allowed her to connect with the crowd which was roaring with laughter. Her unorthodox comedy routine gave her the resilience and hope to move forward with her life and her career. Snyder (2002) defined humor in terms of resilience by writing the "positive motivational state that is derived from a sense of accomplishment in recognizing one's desired goals and being able to successfully meet those goals. As such, positive emotion should flow from perceptions of successful goal pursuit" (p. 252). This behavior has been seen in Booth-Butterfield, Booth-Butterfield, and Wanzer's (2007) study of humor and resilience. They found high humor-oriented students reported greater coping efficacy. Additionally, Cann and Etzel's (2008) study examined relationship among humor and stress and concluded participants' greater use of humor was associated with higher levels of 22 happiness and optimism and lower perceptions of stress. This type of humor arms a person with a sense of control and stability during hardship. Both these studies illustrated how invoking and appreciating humor enabled people to have emotional control and can give them the strength to move forward with their lives. Ultimately these discourses surrounding humor argued that humor is an experience that has value for all people involved. As humor continues to be an experiential force, it is imperative to see how this variable is also just as valuable for the sender.
Therapists often will use humor as part of their method to help their patients. Grotjahn (1970) stated "laughter in therapy is welcome like any sign of spontaneity, strength, mastery, and freedom" (p. 66). Humor can also operate in a deconstructive mode, often reversing the normative reality into something new (Fry, 1963) . Hoyt and Andreas (2015) expanded on this notion, highlighting how humor can cause someone to be forgiving. In their article, Hoyt specifically explained a patient he worked with was angry with his girlfriend and how she handled money. The patient is Jewish, but his girlfriend is not. Hoyt is Jewish himself, so he told a disparaging, Jewish joke that flippantly poked fun at the the Jewish people's money-oriented stereotype. An old Jewish couple has a failing business. They need money or else they go under for good. They find a church willing to pay money for converts. After some arguing the man gets converted. When he comes out, he never gets the money but instead accuses his wife for her so called greediness. The punchline of the joke is "what's with Jews and money?" (Hoyt & Andreas, 2015, p.16) . The patient laughed and told Hoyt that he would tell his girlfriend that joke. Shifting the issue by using a humorous lens presented an incongruous frame of reference that emphasized how funny the fight is in the grand scheme of things, which led patients to forgive others and themselves. The patient's response favorably showed that he was willing to mend his relationship with his girlfriend, and maybe reassess his own behavior. The example in 23 Hoyt and Andreas (2015) article further illustrated how humor can reframe the situation for the patient. Humor in therapy allows for patients to comprehend a new perspective about their dispositions. Panchelli (2013) addressed what effects humor has on reframing in psychotherapy.
Panchelli described two techniques social workers use to help their patients persevere through a watershed. Joining is the process understanding the patient's experience through empathy.
Reframing is the ability to shift or transition one's mindset. Both techniques are necessary to help patients cope with a hardship, but trying to utilize both cannot work since reframing forces the therapist to no longer join with the patient. Panchelli's article articulated how humor can positively bridge the joining and reframing processes. Humor, in this context, acts as a shared worldview that brings both the therapist and patient on common ground. By using humor to reframe the patient's hardship, the patient can accept reframing techniques while keeping their trust with the therapist. This study may directly relate to how comics can use the aforementioned humor techniques to confront their own hardships in life. Fueling a narrative with jokes, such as a concept show, enables the comic's tendentious behavior, not just a transactional model of communication, but more like a prism. That is, with multiple beams that represent the multitude of perspectives humor affects. Thus, humor is seen as a tool that can bring order to our emotional states. Krefting (2014) noted that "stand up comedy is a mode of performance for which there are many variables and styles" (p. 3). This brings us to a new intersection of humor. The tectonic plates of comedy shift from a presentational performance of one-liners and bits to a unique form of storytelling and selftherapy where the comic plays both the patient and the therapist, inviting the audience to join in their experience while they discover how they reframe it. This style of performance aligns with Orkibi's (2010) performance theory "being-via-drama" (p. 198) . In this style of performance, performers "undertake the role of both participant and observer by means of the dramatic medium" (Orkibi, 2010, p. 198) . It is in this context that the sender of the humorous message takes center stage and is the most vulnerable.
Sensemaking: Uncovering an authentic identity
At a Moth reading in 2011, former host of the children's show Blue's Clues, Steve Burns, stood on stage (Burns, 2011) . Burns dove into a story about gallivanting with a little blue puppy, and other memories of his time during the show, both on and off camera. He spoke about the incongruity he experienced between his identity as Steve from "Blue's Clues," and his identity as Steve Burns. His style of storytelling was interactive and funny, allowing both him and the audience to make sense of his identity-crisis through laughter. Sensemaking is defined as "meaning making" about one's identity (Schwandt, 2005, p. 182) . Narratives are more than just stories, they have also revealed a truth about the storyteller and the audience. There has been scant research on identity humor and sensemaking (Tracy, Meyers, & Scott, 2006) . However, Grotjahn (1970) stated "jokes can be used as an excellent method to give an interpretation. The therapist has used it consciously; the patient has done it unconsciously" (p. 62). Fischer (1985) elucidated that a narrative means more than the "individuated parts that compose it" (p.1). In his essay, Fischer (1985) attempted to extend the narrative paradigm to illustrate its value in communication. Fischer described the purpose of the narrative paradigm and narratives is to understand how people use stories to transcend simple description, evaluate their actions, and discover new meanings in life. In other words, narratives go beyond the social science reality and discover a higher truth. For the comic, the relationship between jokes and the comic is that jokes allow comics to access a humorous experience (Nueve, 1988) . Furthermore, humor is this distinct process that allows the comic to make sense of the world around them (Freud, 1905 (Freud, /1976 Pirandello, 1974) . Freud explained, "as regards to jokes, we know that the sources of the pleasure that is to be fostered like in the subject himself and not in outside people" (p. 239).
Much like a narrative or story, a joke has multiple parts as well. Suls (1983) described how jokes 26 are compiled of employing and receiving a joke. Think jokes as set up and punch line. Suls extended these ideas to formulate a narrative which was used to predict our behavior. All these parts are necessary for the joke to survive, but the meaning behind the joke has not ascribed to only one of these parts. That is, narratives allow us to understand a lesson learned by the comic.
Not only can an audience laugh at a joke that sounds odd in nature, but as jokes are being told in the style of a narrative, audiences begin to understand the reason behind the incongruity.
Especially if that incongruity deals with parts of themselves such as their identity.
For example, Chirico's (2016) analyzed comedian David Sedaris's monologue. Sedaris is a comedy author, performer, and monologist. One of his monologues was called The Santaland Diaries. In this monologue, Sedaris described a terrible event when he worked as an elf at a Santaland at Macy's. On the surface he used self-deprecation to confess his inferior identity as an elf, but also as another identity. He also revealed to us a side of him grappling with his career choices. To Chirico (2016) humor in this monologue demarcates the insider's voice-the theatrical aside-and indicates a self that the Santaland customers do not normally see but that Sedaris revealed to his audience. By laughing at himself -at the situation he has put himself inhe was able to juxtapose his two identities side-by-side and revealed a more authentic self to the audience (i.e., the elf that is artificial but public and his authentic yet private self). Comedy in this narrative has mapped Sedaris's story from goofy Santaland elf, to jaded employee, to overall balanced person. Like the concept of synergy, the sum of his splintered identities (the caricature of the elf, the jaded character of a bad employee, and the vulnerable self) are pieced together to show a more authentic person. Freud (1976 Freud ( /1905 described how this incongruity allows us to "attach sense to a remark and know that logically is cannot have any. We discover truth in it, which nevertheless, according to the laws of experience or our general habits of thought, we 27 cannot find it" (p. 42). Freud wrote "the discussion of bewilderment and enlightenment brings us closer to a particular discovery" (p. 43). It is our responsibility as the audience to decrypt the humorous message to understand its higher meaning. Thus, when the humor is resolved in a story the audience "gets it" and laughs. The watershed experiences comics and people deal with can be painful. Performance is one way for the performers to undergo a shedding of skin, reveling in their awkward circumstances to convey a more serious, painful part of themselves.
Their performances become performed journeys. In their ultimate quest to achieve a stable emotional mental state these types of comics are akin to patients in Frank's (1995) concept of the wounded storyteller. He stated "narrative tells self-consciously of being transformed; undergoing transformation is a significant dimension of the storyteller's responsibility (Frank, 1995, p. 118) .
This idea goes further as that comedy becomes the channel, in which comedians can reify their new mental well being. Chirico (2016) stated "stand up comedy as an art form in which comedians establish observational distance from their experiencing self in order to transform stories of pain or humiliation into the stuff of comedy" (p. 23). Chirico (2016) delivered an adequate response to understanding how a comic, or anyone, can truly perform authentically:
Performing authenticity goes beyond a simple acknowledgment of biographical truth. Behaving authentically is a practice of being true to one's self despite the pressures of society. Thus, in order to perform the authentic self, the monologist has to enact both the public mask everyone wears and provide a sense of a deeper self within. (p. 25).
Reifying the literature: Documentary proposal
This is where the documentary fits in the larger conversation, asking what intersections does humor actually communicate? Ian Brodie (2008) argued that a humor is a form of intimacy.
With the above information, a new theory of humor may emerge. Humor is the process of safely communicating vulnerability. This documentary will explore the many facets of how humor can establish authenticity, intimacy, and identity as the participants undergo a retelling of a watershed moment in their lives. Throughout the documentary, the following research questions will be in play:
• RQ1 What is the effect of creating a humorous narrative to make sense of a serious event?
• RQ2 What effects do humorous narratives have on achieving emotional closure or coping?
• RQ3 How will employing humorous narratives help construct a user's identity?
With this in mind, this documentary discovers the ways in which identity is reconstructed, as well as how humor could help people find closure and make sense of the hardship in their lives.
